Abstract-This paper will implement the use of two-point block method in the form of predictor-corrector Adams-Moulton to solve first order neutral delay differential equations (NDDES) of pantograph type. This two-point block method will compute the numerical solution at two points simultaneously. This method will approximate the solutions using constant step size. The delay solutions for the unknown function and its derivative are interpolated using the previous computed values. Numerical results are presented to show that the proposed method is suitable for solving first order neutral delay differential equations (NDDES) of pantograph type.
I. INTRODUCTION
Delay differential equations (DDEs) have a wide range of applications in sciences, engineering and economics. DDE is a differential equation for an unknown function which involves derivatives of the function and in which the function, and possibly its derivative(s), occur with delay arguments. When the derivative(s) occur with the delay arguments, the equation is known as neutral delay differential equation (NDDE) .
The pantograph type is one of the special types of DDEs, and increasing attention is being paid to its analysis and numerical solution. Pantograph type always has the delay term fall after the initial value but before the desire approximation being calculated. When the delay term of pantograph type involved with the derivative(s), the equation is named as neutral delay differential equation of pantograph type. There are few semi-analytical methods that have been used to solve the Neutral delay differential equation of pantograph type i.e. Chebyshev polynomial method [1] , direct operational Tau method [2] and homotopy perturbation method [3] .
There are few numerical methods for solving ordinary differential equations that have been extended to solve DDEs with some modifications. Some of the works for solving first order DDEs using the extended version were in Hue [4] , Ismail [5] , Radzi [6] and Ishak [7] .
In this paper, we presented an approach on how to calculate the delay term involve the derivative for pantograph type. The first order neutral delay differential equation of pantograph type of the form as follows is considered: 
II. THE METHOD
Most numerical methods for solving ODEs can be adapted to solve DDEs. In this paper, we adopted block method proposed by Majid [8] to solve DDEs. Majid [8] has introduced an order five predictor corrector two point block method presented in the simple form of Adams Moulton method using variable step size. The method is the combination of predictor of one order less than the corrector. The interval [a,b] is divided into a series of block with each block containing two points as shown in Fig. 1 
, respectively using MAPLE. The corrector formulae will involve the set of points { xn-1, xn, xn+1, xn+2}, while the predictor formulae will involve the set of points { xn-2, xn-1, xn}.
The following are the formulae of first and second points for 2PBM4:
Predictor:
( ) 
The order of this developed method is calculated as proposed by [9] . The two point block method for ODEs can be written in a matrix difference equation as follow:
By applying the formulae for the constants q C in [9] the formulae is defined as Therefore, the order for the corrector (4) and (5) can be obtained by using equation in (6) . 
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if it has order at least one. Since the 2PBM4 is order four, the method is said to be consistent. a)
III. IMPLEMENTATION The method 2PBM4 is in the form of PECE scheme where P stands for an application of a predictor, E stands for an evaluation of a function f, and C stands for an application of a corrector. In 2PBM4, the Eqn (2) -(3) need three previous values to perform the calculation. With the one initial value that has been provided, we need another two values. So our developed code starts by calculating the two values using lower order Adams-Bashfort method. This procedure happens only once at the beginning of the interval. Once these values were calculated, then the proposed method can applied until the end of the interval. All these calculated solutions will be stored for future use.
There are two different types of delay terms involve in neutral delay differential equations of pantograph type i.e. delay terms that involve derivative of unknown function and delay terms that do not involve the derivative of the unknown function. We name the delay terms that involve derivative of unknown function as neutral delay and delay terms that do not involve the derivative of unknown function as delay term to avoid the confusion. The following approaches are used in the developed 2PBM4 code for calculating these two types of delay terms.
In the case of delay term, Fox [10] has proposed to use linear interpolation to calculate all the delay terms needed. In 2PBM4, the first two delay terms are calculated using linear interpolation. The third delay term is calculated using Hermite interpolator of order three. For the rest of the delay terms, the code is using Hermite interpolator of order four which is the same order as the proposed method.
The approach to calculate the neutral delay terms is by using the initial value given as the first neutral delay term. The reason is because there is only single information exists and it related to initial value at the beginning of the interval. Later, for second and third neutral delay terms, the code will used the centered difference formula of order two to calculate the derivatives. Then, the centered difference formula of order four will be used to calculate the rest of the derivatives for the neutral delay terms. This code is implementing by using constant step sizes approach. The algorithm of the proposed method was developed in C language. In the code, the selection of step sizes is pre-determined.
Algorithm of 2PBM4
Step 1: Set starting value a , ending value b , step size h and given initial value Step 6: End
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Three problems of first-order neutral delay differential equation of pantograph type have been tested to study the efficiency of the 2PBM4. Problem 1, Problem 2 and Problem 3 has been taken from [2] , [1] and [3] 
Numerical results for problem 1 -problem 3 are given in Table I -III. The following notations are used in Table I-III   h Step From Table I -Table III , it is observed that the two point block method is able to solve the neutral delay differential equation of pantograph type. When the step size decreased, the maximum error is getting smaller. At the same time the total step and total function called also had increased. For Problem 1, when the step size decreases by 1E-01, the maximum errors have the significant improvement by 1E-03 for the step size reduced from 0.1 to 0.01 and 1E-02 for the step size reduced from 0.01 to 0.001. For Problem 3, there is no significant improvement of the maximum errors when the step sizes reduced.
In Fig. 2 -4 , the errors of the proposed method are compared using different step sizes i.e. 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. In Fig. 2 and 3 clearly shown that different step sizes have consistent errors. In Fig. 4 , we have a swing graph.
The errors listed in the Table 1 -3 do not show the performance of an order 4 numerical method. These may be causing by using the lower order Adams-Bashfort method at the beginning of the interval. Another possibility is using the linear interpolation at the beginning of the interval to calculate the delay terms. These contribute to the "final" numerical method is the mixture of different order which contributed by the different types of mathematical method. These difficulties may be solved by using higher order of interpolator or the aid of any self-starting method. In the future work, we would consider this approach. In this paper the approaches that have been used to calculate the delay terms involving the derivative(s) of unknown function and delay terms that do not involve the derivative of the unknown function have been discussed. The block method produces two approximate solutions in a single integrations step by using the same back values. The numerical results shown that the method is able to solve the neutral delay differential equations of pantograph type.
